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Abstract. We present NEFOS (NEsted FOrest of balanced treeS), a
new cache-aware indexing scheme that supports insertions and deletions
in O(1) worst-case block transfers for rebalancing operations (given and
update position) and searching in O(log B log n) expected block transfers,
(B= disk block size and n= number of stored elements). The expected
search bound holds with high probability for any (unknown) realistic input distribution. Our expected search bound constitutes an improvement
over the O(log B log n) expected bound for search achieved by the ISBtree (Interpolation Search B-tree), since the latter holds with high probability for the class of smooth only input distributions. We define any
unknown distribution as realistic if the smoothness doesn’t appear in the
whole data set, still it may appear locally in small spatial neighborhoods.
This holds for a variety of real-life non-smooth distributions like skew,
zipfian, powlaw, beta e.t.c.. The latter is also verified by an accompanying experimental study. Moreover, NEFOS is a B-parametrized concrete
structure, which works for both I/O and RAM model, without any kind
of transformation or adaptation. Also, it is the first time an expected sublogarithmic bound for search operation was achieved for a broad family
of non-smooth input distributions.
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Introduction

More than three decades after its invention, B-tree [5] and its variants remain
the ubiquitous external memory data structure for indexing and organizing large
data sets with numerous applications, especially in database systems. Its popularity is mainly due to the O(logB n) worst-case complexity (block transfers)
for search and update operations. The most heavily used application is the efficient answering of one-dimensional range search queries using O(logB n+r) block
transfers, where R = rB is the number of elements reported, B is the block-size
and n the number of element. In this paper, we consider one of the most known
and widely used such models, namely the two-level memory hierarchy model introduced in [2, 25]. In this model, the memory hierarchy consists of an internal
(main) memory and an arbitrarily large external memory (disk) partitioned into

blocks of size B. The data from the external to the main memory and vice versa
are transferred in blocks (one block at a time).
A large number of variants of the B-tree have been proposed since its appearance in order to improve its performance in practice for various applications —
see the excellent survey by Vitter [24] for an extended accounting of these and
other variants and their applications — to make it parallel for use in multi-disk
environments [21], to tune it for concurrency and recovery purposes [14, 22], to
extend it to cover other than the original field [9], etc. Regarding the update operation, it should be noted that an update operation consists of three consecutive
phases: a search phase (to locate the place of the update), an element-updating
phase (to insert the new element, or delete the located element), and a rebalancing
phase (to restore the B-tree structure). Excluding the first phase (search operation), the dominating phase of an update operation is the rebalancing one, since
the element-updating phase takes typically O(1) block transfers (and/or time).
In the case of B-tree and its variants, the rebalancing phase requires Θ(logB n)
block transfers in the worst-case. This implies that the update operation takes
Θ(logB n) block transfers, even in the case where the update position (block
within which the update will take place) is given.
ISB-tree (Interpolation Search B-tree) presented in [12], supports search operations in O(logB log n) expected block transfers with high probability (w.h.p.)
for a large class of input distributions (including both uniform and non-uniform
classes) described below, and update operations in O(1) block transfers, provided that the update position is given. The search bound implies that a onedimensional range search query can be supported in O(logB log n + r) expected
block transfers with high probability. The worst-case block transfers for the search
operation are O(logB n).
The expected search bound was achieved by considering a rather general
scenario of µ-random insertions and random deletions, where µ is a so-called
smooth probability density [3, 19]. An insertion is µ-random if the key to be
inserted is drawn randomly with density function µ; a deletion is random if every
key present in the data structure is equally likely to be deleted [13]. Informally, a
distribution defined over an interval I is smooth if the probability density over any
subinterval of I does not exceed a specific bound, however small this subinterval
is (i.e., the distribution does not contain sharp peaks). Smooth distributions are
a superset of uniform, bounded, and several non-uniform distributions (e.g., the
class of regular distributions introduced by Willard [26]).
In this paper, we present NEFOS (NEsted FOrest of balanced treeS), a
new cache-aware indexing scheme that supports insertions and deletions in O(1)
worst-case block transfers for rebalancing operations (provided that the update
position is given) and searching in O(logB log n) expected block transfers, where
B represents the disk block size and n denotes the number of stored elements.
The expected search bound holds with high probability for any (unknown) realistic input distribution. Our expected search bound constitutes an improvement
over the O(logB log n) expected bound for search achieved by the ISB-tree (Interpolation Search B-tree), since the latter holds with high probability for the
class of smooth only input distributions. Note here that realistic distributions

are a superset of smooth distributions. Generally speaking, in (f 1, f 2)-smooth
distributions, f 1 measures how fine is the partitioning of an arbitrary subinterval as well as f 2 measures the sparseness of this subinterval. In this context,
any probability distribution is (f 1, Θ(n))-smooth. For smooth class of densities,
f 2 = Θ(nδ ), where 0 < δ < 1. We define any unknown distribution as realistic if
there is at least one subinterval of Θ(n) sparseness and there are at least Θ(nδ )
consecutive subintervals of Θ(n1−δ ) sparseness, where 0 < δ < 1. This holds for a
variety of real-life non-smooth distributions like skew, zipfian, powlaw, beta e.t.c.,
where the smoothness property appears locally in small spatial neighborhoods.
The latter is also verified by an accompanying experimental study. Moreover,
NEFOS is a B-parametrized concrete structure, which works for both I/O (arbitrary B) and RAM (B=2) model, without any transformation or adaptation.
Also, it is the first time an expected sub-logarithmic bound for search operation
was achieved for a broad family of non-smooth input distributions.
External data structures related to our approach are those based on hashing
[18, 24]. The main representatives of external memory hashing methods include:
extendible hashing [8], linear hashing [16], and external perfect hashing [10].
These hashing schemes and their variants need O(1) expected block transfers
for answering search queries, but they share various disadvantages when compared to our structure: (i) they do not support range queries; (ii) their expected
case analysis usually assumes uniform input distributions (or input distributions
that produce uniform hash key values); and (iii) they exhibit poor worst case
performance.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
preliminary notions and results that are used throughout the paper, define formally the class of smooth probability distributions as well as discuss the ISB-Tree.
The main result of this paper, the NEFOS-tree, with the complexity analysis of
its operations is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 provides an experimental evaluation with synthetic and real data of our theoretical findings. We conclude in
Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

This Section briefly describes B-trees, input distributions in the context of internal memory data structures as well as the static interpolation search tree.
The B-tree The B-tree is a Θ(B)-ary tree (with the root possibly having
smaller degree) built on top of Θ(n/B) leaves. The degree of internal nodes, as
well as the number of elements in a leaf, is typically kept in the range [B/2, B]
such that a node or leaf can be stored in one disk block. All leaves are on the same
level and the tree has height O(logB n). This guarantees that a search operation
can be accomplished within O(logB n) block transfers. An insertion is performed
in O(logB n) block transfers by first searching down the tree for the relevant leaf
l. The insertion there may cause a split and the latter may propagate up the
tree. Similarly, a deletion can be performed in O(logB n) block transfers by first
searching down the tree for the relevant leaf l and then removing the deleted

element. The deletion there may cause a fusion and the latter may propagate up
the tree.
The Lazy B-tree The Lazy B-tree of [12] is a simple but non-trivial externalization of the techniques introduced in [20]. The first level consists of an
ordinary B-tree, whereas the second one consists of buckets of size O(log2 n),
where n is approximately equal to the number of elements stored in the access
method. The following theorem provides the complexities of the Lazy B-tree:
Theorem 1. The Lazy B-Tree supports the search operation in O(logB n) worstcase block transfers and update operations in O(1) worst-case block transfers,
provided that the update position is given.
Proof. see [12].
The ISB-tree The ISB-tree is a two-level data structure. The upper level
is a non - straightforward externalization of the Static Interpolation Search Tree
(SIST) presented in [11]. In the definition of the (f1 , f2 )-smooth densities [26,
19], intuitively, function f1 partitions an arbitrary subinterval [c1 , c3 ] ⊆ [a, b] into
1
f1 equal parts, each of length c3f−c
= O( f11 ); that is, f1 measures how fine is
1
the partitioning of an arbitrary subinterval. Function f2 guarantees that no part,
2
of the f1 possible, gets more probability mass than β·f
n ; that is, f2 measures
c3 −c1
the sparseness of any subinterval [c2 − f1 , c2 ] ⊆ [c1 , c3 ]. The class of (f1 , f2 )smooth distributions (for appropriate choices of f1 and f2 ) is a superset of both
regular and uniform classes of distributions, as well as of several non-uniform
classes [3, 11]. Actually, any probability distribution is (f1 , Θ(n))-smooth, for a
suitable choice of β. The following theorem presented in [12] follows and holds
for the very broad class of (n/(log log n)1+ǫ , n1−δ )-smooth densities, where δ =
1 − B1 and includes the uniform, regular, bounded as well as several non-uniform
distributions.
Theorem 2: Suppose that the upper level of the ISB-tree is an external static
interpolation search tree with parameters R(s0 ) = sδ0 , I(s0 ) = s0 /(log log s0 )1+ǫ ,
where ǫ > 0, δ = 1 − B1 , s0 = n0 , n0 is the number of elements in the latest
reconstruction, and that the lower level is implemented as a forest of Lazy Btrees. Then, the ISB-tree supports search operations in O(logB log n) expected
block transfers with high probability, where n denotes the current number of
elements, and update operations in O(1) worst-case block transfers, if the update
position is given. The worst-case update bound is O(logB n) block transfers, and
the structure occupies O(n/B) blocks.
Proof. see [12].

3

NEFOS

In the following we present the building phase of NEFOS as well as the complexity
analysis of its basic operations.
3.1

Building NEFOS

Let µ(·) random be the sequence of inserted keys and random be the sequence
of deleted keys. Let n be the total number of w-bit keys, which are organized

in block fashion. Let n1 = O(n/B) the number of these blocks. Let also n2 =
O(n1 /logB logB n) super-blocks each of which contains O(logB logB n) blocks. Let
also µ1 (·) random be the sequence of keys of super-block representatives. According to combinatorial game of bins and balls presented in [11], we store these keys
in N = n2 /lnn2 buckets, each of which contains O(lnn2 ) keys.
Lemma 1: If the sequence of inserted keys remains µ(·) random then the
sequence of super-block representative keys remains µ1 (·) random.
Proof:See [11].
Lemma 2: Given a µ1 (·) random sequence of inserted super-block representative keys and a random sequence of deleted super-block representative keys,
the load of each bucket never becomes zero and never exceeds Θ(polylog N ) keys
in expected w.h.p. case.
Proof:See [11].
In (f 1, f 2)-smooth distributions, f 1 measures how fine is the partitioning of
an arbitrary subinterval and f 2 measures the sparseness of this subinterval. In
this context, any probability distribution is (f 1, Θ(n))-smooth. In any realistic
distribution there are sparse subintervals of Θ(n) sparseness and dense subintervals of Θ(n1−δ ) sparseness, where 0 < δ < 1. For example in Figure 1, we depict
with red color a sparse subinterval and with blue color a number of consecutive
dense subintervals.
Red: A Sparse Subinterval
Blue:A number of consecutive
Dense Subintervals

Fig. 1. Sparse and dense subintervals of any arbitrary distribution

Red: Sparse Bucket of
polylogarithmic load

Blue:Dense Bucket of
polylogarithmic load

Fig. 2. Red and Blue Buckets

In the same context and according to Lemmas 1 and 2 we construct sparse and
dense buckets of polylogaritmic load. For example see the red and blue buckets
of Figure 2.
Let bucketImax the bucket with the maximum range of keys (Imax ) and
bucketImin the bucket with the minimum range of keys (Imin ). For any realistic
distributions Imax = Θ(n) and Imin = Θ(n1−δ ), where 0 < δ < 1.

Now, we build labeled cluster nodes. Each cluster node with label i′ (where
1 ≤ i′ ≤ N ′ ) stores ordered buckets with keys belonging in the range [(i′ −
1)Imax , . . . , i′ Imax − 1], where N ′ is the number of cluster nodes (see Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. Red and Blue Labeled Cluster Nodes. Blue Cluster node contains at least one
dense subinterval.

NEFOS stores cluster nodes only, each of which is structured either as a Lazy
B-tree if its color is red or as an ISB-tree if its color is blue. In particular, NEFOS
is built by grouping cluster nodes having the same ancestor and organizing them
in a tree structure recursively. The innermost level of nesting (recursion) will be
characterized by having a tree in which no more than B cluster nodes share the
same direct ancestor, where B is the disk block. Thus, multiple independent trees
are imposed on the collection of nodes (see Figure 4).

LSI
B-tree
Index
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Red Cluster_Node 1:
keys in range [ 0,....,Imax -1]

LSI

2

Lazy B-tree of O(polylogn)
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.
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Blue Cluster_Node i:
keys in range [ (i-1)Imax,....,iImax -1]
2B2+B+1
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i

ISB-tree of \theta(n)
number of buckets

Fig. 4. NEsted FOrest of load-balancing treeS in I/O model

The degree of the nodes at level i > 0 is d(i) = t(i), where t(i) indicates the
number of nodes at level i. It is defined that d(0)=B and t(0)=1. It is apparent
that t(i) = t(i−1)d(i−1), and, thus, by putting together the various components,
i−1
we can solve the recurrence and obtain d(i) = t(i) = B 2
for i ≥ 1. We stope
at the level where each collection contains O(N ′1/B ) cluster nodes. For example

in figure 4, the root is located at level 0, thus the funout of root is exactly B.
In particular the B cluster nodes located at level 1 have labels 2, 3, . . . B + 1
respectively. At level 1, the B labeled nodes B + 2,. . . , 2B + 1 rooted at labeled
node 2, the B labeled nodes 2B + 2,. . . , 3B + 1 rooted at labeled node 3, e.t.c.
and the B labeled nodes B 2 + 2,. . . , B 2 + B + 1 rooted at labeled node B + 1. At
level 2, the funout is B 2 , so the B 2 labeled nodes B 2 + B + 2,. . . , 2B 2 + B + 1
rooted at labeled node B + 2 and so on.
We also equip the root cluster node with a table named Left Spine Index (LSI),
which stores pointers to the cluster nodes of the left-most spine. We organize
LSI table as a B-tree. For example in figure 4, see the red pointers beginning
from cluster node 1 towards cluster nodes with labels 2, B + 2 and B 2 + B + 2
respectively.
Furthermore, each cluster node of the left-most spine is equipped with a
table named Collection Index (CI), which stores pointers to the collections of
cluster nodes presented at the same level. Cluster nodes having the same father
belong to the same collection. We also organize CI tables in block fashion. For
example in figure 4, see the blue pointers beginning from the left-most collection
towards the other collections located at the same level.
Finally, each cluster node is organized in a Lazy B-tree manner and each
collection is organized in a NEFOS manner at the next level of nesting (see the
dash lines in figure 4).
Remark 1: If we parametrize B and replace each lazy B-tree and the B-tree of
LSI structure with q*-heap machinery [27], NEFOS becomes a data structure in
RAM model with the same expected complexities w.h.p. for all operations.
3.2

Complexity Analysis

We will focus first on space and then on time complexity of NEFOS’ basic operations.
Space Complexity Analysis The double exponentially increasing fanout guarantees the following lemma:
Lemma 3: The height (or the number of levels) of NEFOS is O(log logB n) in
the worst case.
i−1
Proof: It is obvious if we solve for i the equation B 2
= O(N ′1/B ).
Now, since the innermost level of nesting (recursion) is characterized by having
a tree in which no more than B cluster nodes share the same direct ancestor, the
lemma 4 follows:
Lemma 4: The maximum number of possible nestings in NEFOS structure is
O(logB logB n) in the worst case.
Proof: It is obvious that in NEFOS structure of j th nested level, the last colj
lections contain O(N ′1/B ) cluster nodes. Since the innermost level of nesting
(recursion) is characterized by having a tree in which no more than B clusj
ter nodes share the same direct ancestor, it holds that O(N ′1/B ) = B, meaning
that j = O(logB logB N ′ ) or j = O(logB logB n).
Finally, the sizes of CI and LSI tables are described by the following lemma:

1/B

B n
)
Lemma 5: The maximum size of the CI and LSI tables is O( n B ) and O( log log
B
in worst-case respectively.
Proof: Since the maximum number (O(n1/B )) of cluster nodes appears at last
level of the basic (non-nested) NEFOS structure, the length of CI is O(n1/B ).
1/B
Since, CI has been organized in a block fashion,the O( n B ) space complexity
follows. The length of LSI table depends on the height of NEFOS. Thus according
to lemma3, this length becomes O(log logB n). Since, LSI has been organized in
B n
a block fashion (according to B-tree),the O( log log
) space complexity follows.
B
Each cluster node appears in O(logB logB n) nesting levels in the worst case.
As a result each bucket appears in O(logB logB n) nesting levels in the worst
case and as a result each super-block appears in O(logB logB n) nesting levels in
the worst case. Since, each super-block contains O(logB logB n) blocks, we have
O(n/B) blocks in total and the theorem foloows:
Theorem 3: The whole space of NEFOS remains linear.

Query Processing, Data Insertion, Data Deletion Assume we are located
at root cluster node and seek a key k. First, we find the range where k belongs
in. Let say k ∈ [(j − 1) Imax , jImax − 1]. The latter means that we have to search
for cluster node j. The first step of our algorithm is to find the level where the
desired cluster node j is located. For this purpose, we organize the cluster node
labels pointed by the LSI table in a B-tree manner (see Figure 4). Since, according
B n
) in worst-case, the
to lemma 5, the maximum size of the LSI table is O( log log
B
theorem 4 follows.
Theorem 4:The level where the desired cluster node j is located can be
B n
found out in O(logB ( log log
)) I/Os.
B
Let say that cluster node j is located at the i-th level. We follow the i-th
pointer of the LSI table located at root cluster node so as to reach the leftmost
cluster node x of level i. Then, we compute the collection in which the cluster node j belongs. Since the number of collections at level i equals the number
of cluster nodes located at level (i − 1), we divide the
l distance
m between j and

x by the factor t(i − 1). Let m (in particular m = j−x+1
t(i−1) ) be the result of
this division. The latter means that we additionally need O(1) I/Os to follow the
(m + 1)-th pointer of the CI table so as to reach the desired collection. Since the
collection indicated by the CI[m+1] pointer is organized in the same way at the
next nesting level, we continue this process recursively.
log logB n
)) + O(1) I/Os for locating the
Generally speaking, we need O(logB (
B
desired collection and we have to continue this process recursively for all nesting
levels. Since the maximum number of nesting levels is O(logB logB n) in the worst
case (according to lemma 4), the whole searching process requires T1 (n) I/Os to
locate the target cluster node, where:
logB logB n

T1 (n) =

X
i=1

1

logB (

log logB n Bi−1
)
B

from which we get:
T1 (n) < O(logB log n)

(1)

Then, we have to locate the target bucket by searching the respective Lazy B-tree
or ISB-tree, requiring T2 (n) I/Os.
If the located cluster node is red, then its load is polylogarithmic and the lazy
B-tree index is sufficient to give us the desired complexity. If it’s blue then its
load may be Θ(n), and the question is how we can compute the new maximum
range of keys there. Let say it Imax(1) (see the Figure 5).

ISB-tree

1

2

ISB-tree

3

4

N'

Imax(1)
Imax

Imax

Imax

Imax

Imax

Fig. 5. Blue cluster nodes are structured in NEFOS manner with new range Imax(1)

Since each blue cluster node contains at least one dense subinterval of Θ(n1−δ )
sparseness, where 0 < δ < 1, for the new range Imax(1) the following holds:
Imax(1) = Imax − f (n) · Θ(n1−δ ), where the number of dense subintervals
appearing inside a blue cluster node is a function of n.
By setting Imax(1) = Θ(n1−δ ), we get the following:
1−δ

)
Θ(n1−δ ) = Θ(n)−f (n)·Θ(n1−δ ). The latter means that: f (n) = Θ(n)−Θ(n
Θ(n1−δ )
or f (n) = Θ(nδ ). The property 1 follows:
Property 1:The number of consecutive dense subintervals is f (n) = Θ(nδ ).
So, now it’s time to formally define what we mean with the term any realistic
distribution.
Definition 1: Let µ(·) be any random distribution in which there are sparse
subintervals of Θ(n) sparseness and dense consecutive subintervals of Θ(n1−δ )
sparseness, where 0 < δ < 1. If the number of consecutive dense subintervals
satisfies the property 1, then the µ(·) random distribution is called realistic distribution.
We have to denote here that, the most known non-smooth (bad) distributions like skew, zipfian, powlaw, beta e.t.c. satisfy the property 1 for many real
applications, thus would be called realistic for a huge variety of applications.
In other words, for any realistic distribution, each blue cluster node in NEFOS
structure satisfies the smooth property.
So, if the located cluster node is red, then its load is polylogarithmic and the
Lazy B-tree index requires a logarithmic number of I/Os:
T2 (N ) = O(logB (poly log n)) or T2 (N ) = O(logB log n) I/Os or block-transfers.
If the located cluster node is blue then its load may be Θ(n) in worst-case.
Moreover, it’s obvious that for any realistic distribution, each blue cluster node
satisfies the smoothness property. For this reason, we organize each blue cluster node as an ISB-tree. In this case, T2 (n) becomes as follows:

T2 (n) = O(logB log Θ(n))

(2)

As a result, the total processing time requires T (n) = T1 (n) + T2 (n) I/Os and
the theorem follows:
Theorem 5: Exact-match queries in the NEFOS structure require O(logB log n)
I/Os for any realistic input distribution.
Having located the target cluster node for key kℓ and exploiting the order of
keys in each bucket, range queries of the form [kℓ , kr ] require an O(logB log n +
|A| /B) I/Os, where |A| is the number of cluster nodes between the buckets responsible for kℓ , kr respectively that are accessed in a block manner. The theorem
follows.
Theorem 6: Range queries of the form [kℓ , kr ] in the NEFOS structure require
O(logB log n + |A| /B) I/Os for any realistic input distribution, where |A| is the
answer size.
Finally, provided that the position of update is given, meaning that we have
already located the target cluster node, it remains to insert/delete the key inside
the cluster node. Since, the latter is structured either as a Lazy-B tree or as an
ISB-tree, the theorem 7 follows:
Theorem 7: Update queries in NEFOS require O(1) I/Os for rebalancing operations in worst-case, provided that the update position is given.

4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we investigate the practical merits of the NEFOS structure. Our
prime concern is to (merely) investigate the practical difference of the asymptotic
complexities (in block transfers) of search and rebalancing operations between
the NEFOS structure, the ISB-tree and a cache-aware B-tree. Although there
are several cache-aware B-tree variants, all of them exhibit the same asymptotic
complexities in block transfers except for lazy B-tree which guarantees constant
number of block transfers for update operations. Since lazy B-tree has been incorporated into ISB-tree in order to speedup the update operations, we compare
the performance of NEFOS with the ISB-tree and a simple variant of the cacheaware B-tree. Moreover, we do not compare the performance of our rebalancing
operations (after an update) with hashing schemes and their variants, since the
expected-case analysis of such schemes usually assumes uniform input distributions (or input distributions that produce uniform hash key values), and hence
they exhibit poor worst-case performance for update operations. In our experimental study, we have considered both synthetic and real-world data.
4.1

Synthetic data

For evaluation purposes we used the Java NEFOS-simulator (source code of
NEFOS index is available at http://www.ionio.gr/∼sioutas/New-Software.htm).
The NEFOS-simulator is extremely efficient delivering > 100, 000 cluster nodes
in a single computer system, using 32-bit JVM 1.6 and 1.5 GB RAM and full
GUI support. When 64-bit JVM 1.6 and 5 RAM is utilized the NEFOS-simulator

delivers > 500, 000 cluster nodes and full GUI support in a single computer system. We have conducted an experimental study making the customary assumption that the page size is 4096 bytes, the length of each key is 8 bytes, and the
length of each pointer is 4 bytes. Consequently, each block contains B = 341
elements. We considered data sets of size n0 ∈ [106 , 1012 ] elements generated by
a variety of smooth distributions, namely uniform, regular, normal and Gaussian and non-smooth distributions, namely beta and pow-law. We compared the
implementation of NEFOS, with the ISB-tree and that of a B-tree on the same
data sets. Our main concern was to measure the performance, in simulated block
transfers (I/Os), of the search and update operations.
One-dimensional elements generated
by Regular Distribution
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ISB-tree

NEFOS
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6
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One-dimensional elements generated
by Gaussian Distribution
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Fig. 6. Search performance for regular distributions (left) and Gaussian distributions
(right).

One-dimensional elements generated
by Pow-Law Distribution
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Fig. 7. Search performance for non-smooth beta (left) and powlaw distributions (right).

The experimental results regarding the search operations are reported in Fig. 6
and 7. The sequence σ of search operations had length equal to its corresponding
data set and the reported values are averages over the whole sequence. Our
experiments revealed that the expected number of block transfers in NEFOS
structure remains constant even for gigantic data sets (Terabytes - TB).
Regarding the number of block transfers required for rebalancing after an
update operation to the data structure, we again considered the above values
of n0 ∈ [106 , 1012 ] for our initial data sets upon which we performed update
sequences of length n0 /2 and 2n0 . The data structure is reconstructed every n0

Rebalancing Operations
B-tree worst-case I/O's
ISB-tree worst-case I/O's
NEFOS worst-case I/O's

Number of I/Os

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1E+6

1E+7

1E+8

1E+9 1E+10 1E+11 1E+12
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Fig. 8. Block transfers of rebalancing operations after an update.

operations. Our experimental results are reported in Fig. 8. The values represent
worst-case block transfers over the update sequence. We observe that the number
of rebalancing operations in NEFOS structure is independent of the distribution.
4.2

Real-world Spatial Data
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Fig. 9. Search performance for MBR’s x-projections of [Tiger1] (left) and [Tiger2]
(right).

In this section, we deploy one-dimensional data taken from a real-world spatial
dataset “LA rivers and railways” [Tiger1] and “LA streets” [Tiger2], containing
128971 and 131461 M inimum B ounded Rectangles (MBRs), respectively; see
[23].
The one-dimensional data are taken by the x- and y-projections of MRBs and
the values in each axis are normalized in [0,10000]. For all experiments, the disk
page size is set to 512 bytes, the length of each key to 8 bytes, and the length
of each pointer to 4 bytes. Consequently, each block contains B = 42 elements.
We use a relatively small page size so that the number of nodes in an index
simulates realistic situations, where the data set cardinality is higher. A similar
methodology was also used in [4].
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 depict the efficiency of NEFOS structure on searching
for real spatial one-dimensional data. In particular, in Fig. 9 we measured the

y-projections from Tiger1
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Fig. 10. Search performance for MBRs’ y-projections of [Tiger1] (left) and [Tiger2]
(right).
Rebalancing Operations during the
insertion of x-projections from Tiger2
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Fig. 11. Performance of rebalancing operations after an update for MBRs’ x-projections
of [Tiger1] (left) and [Tiger2] (right).

number of I/Os required for search operations during the insertion of a total of
2 × 128971 = 257942 and of 2 × 131461 = 262922 x-projections from [Tiger1]
and [Tiger2], respectively. Similarly, in Fig. 10 we measured the number of I/Os
required for search operations during the insertion of a total of 2 × 128971 =
257942 and of 2 × 131461 = 262922 y-projections from [Tiger1] and [Tiger2],
respectively.
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 depict the efficiency of NEFOS structure on updating real
spatial one-dimensional data. In Fig. 11 we measured the number of I/Os required
for the rebalancing operations during insertions of a total of 2 × 128971 = 257942
x-projections and of 2 × 131461 = 262922 x-projections from [Tiger1] & [Tiger2],
respectively. In the same way, in Fig. 12 we measured the number of I/Os required
for rebalancing operations during insertions of 2 × 128971 = 257942 y-projections
and of 2 × 131461 = 262922 y-projections from [Tiger1] & [Tiger2], respectively.
The above experiments show that NEFOS has approximately the same behaviour with ISB-tree requiring no more than 2 I/Os on average for both searching
and rebalancing operations. This stems from the fact that the MBRs’ projections
from the data sets [Tiger1] & [Tiger2] follow an almost uniform distribution, due

Rebalancing Operations during the
insertion of y-projections from Tiger2
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Fig. 12. Performance of rebalancing operations after an update for MBRs’ y-projections
of [Tiger1] (left) and [Tiger2] (right).

to the almost uniform decomposition of spatial maps. Better performance in
[Tiger 2] is due to the fact that this is a dense spatial map and hence the derived
one-dimensional data produce densely populated elements.
As a final remark, we note that there are applications with uniform key sizes
larger than 8 bytes, resulting in a smaller value of B. The main example of such
applications involve manipulation of strings. In this case, the size of the block
may be as small as 2. Consequently, in such cases the NEFOS structure exhibits
a much better performance.

5

Conclusions

We presented NEFOS (NEsted FOrest of balanced treeS), the first cache-aware
indexing scheme, which supports expected w.h.p. sub-logarithmic range query
processing for any (unknown) realistic input distribution. Moreover, NEFOS is
the first concrete access method, which works for both I/O and RAM model,
avoiding any kind of transformation or adaptation. The innovation of our solution
was also verified by an accompanying experimental study.
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